15M Glossary

 [...] It has been chosen to refer each of the terms (words and word compounds) to other notions that would be part of a kind of conceptual niches. For this, two types of references are proposed: on the one hand what they "imply", referring to some of the terms with which they find themselves in "collaborative" or conjunctive neighborhood relations; and on the other hand, the terms that “cancel or relativize”, understood not as annulment but rather as a displacement to non-dominant positions, what we would call disjunctive relations. Therefore the relation with other terms of the already existing discourses is not that of a mere opposition (it will be so until another term arises that replaces them convincingly); they talk about other things, intrude with new questions, trigger new ideas: symptoms of new ways of thinking.

*common
Implies: community self-government, space smoothing, anyone's-whatever's space.
Cancels or relativizes: restricted property, private-public dichotomy, seizure of power, capture of human capital

* anyone / whatever
Implies: singularity, anonymous citizen.
Cancels or relativizes: all, totality

*non-future
Implies: now, right now.
Cancels or relativizes: "awaiting", debt, despair, separation of means.

*non-identification
Implies: game of appearances, singularity, multiplicity, to erase names, (and paradoxically) no-hide, transparency.
Cancels or relativizes: the numerable, identity, "baptize", "be-of".

*no-bosses
Implies: self-regulation, distributed network, active involvement (in the cyber world it is obligatory), rhizome, anonymity, "to command obeying", rotation of charges or roles.
Cancels or relativizes: rigid assignment of social functions-roles, subject marking, passivity.

*non-representation
Implies: to participate, presentation, (more) direct democracy, "politics of expression."
Cancels or relativizes: delegation, "to speak for".

[...]
*without fear
Implies: “together we can”, “you are not alone”, overcoming the crisis, “exodus”, “Iceland”.
Cancels or relativizes: "exterminating angel" effect, paralysis, fatality.

*no hurry
Implies: to mature, coevolution that has its own duration.
Cancels or relativizes: "fast", subordination of the vital rhythm to the acceleration of the circulation of capital (which is one of its conditions of existence).
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